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LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Personable professional with the ability to motivate others. While being results-oriented and 
delivery-focused, also able to adapt to unforeseen changes with ease. Advocates with confidence 
and pursues goals until accomplished. Able to communicate with superiors and peers with 
professionalism. Flexible and versatile - works well under pressure through a sense of humor when
appropriate, to alleviate the stress.

SKILLS

GIS, Management , Personnel Management, Cartography.

WORK EXPERIENCE

GIS Manager
ABC Corporation  January 2007 – June 2008 
 Managed GIS and IT for the office including coordinating of entire GIS system and all new 

software.
 Managed 1-4 GIS and Geology professionals.
 Architected GIS data of uranium fields in multiple countries using data to create maps.
 Developed new shapefiles and maps Identified attributes at multiple sites such as deposit 

placement, claim, and land ownership, geophysics.
 Revised GIS procedures, improved data creation, and maintenance in two GIS databases.
 Performed all maintenance, IT, and training for the office on new products.
 Provided training and leadership for a team of 4-5 Geologists in ArcMap GIS technologies.

GIS Manager
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2007 
 Managed GIS and IT for office including coordinating of entire GIS system and all new 

software.
 Managed 1-4 GIS and Geology professionals.
 Architected GIS data of uranium fields in multiple countries using data to create maps.
 Developed new shapefiles and maps Identified attributes at multiple sites such as deposit 

placement, claim and land ownership, geophysics.
 Revised GIS procedures, improved data creation and maintenance in two GIS databases.
 ResPerformed all maintenance, IT, and training for office on new products.
 Provided training and leadership for a team of 4-5 Geologists in ArcMap GIS technologies.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts in Geography - (University of Northern Colorado - Greeley, CO)
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